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IMPORTANCE OF ....  

The Gemara (Sanhedrin 105b) states that one should engage in 
Torah [study] and [fulfillment of] mitzvos even not for their own 
sake (vnak tka) because such activity will eventually lead to 
doing them vnak. As an example, the Gemara cites the fact that 
Balak had offered 42 Korbanos, which were certainly offered for 
his own negative ulterior motive, and yet he was rewarded with a 
descendant – Rus, from whom the dynasty of Dovid HaMelech 
emerged. What exactly is learned from Balak ? Clearly, there was 
no expectation that Balak’s Korbanos, offered vnak tka would 
lead to Balak growing accustomed to performing other mitzvos 
vnak. The MaHarsha suggests that it led to Balak’s descendants 
– Dovid and Shlomo, offering Korbanos vnak. It would therefore 
appear that performing mitzvos vnak tka earns, as a reward, that 
mitzvos will be performed eventually vnak, by him or his 
descendants. The Rambam (vru, sunk, 3:5) leaves out “mitzvos” 
when codifying this Gemara, stating only that one should study 
Torah regardless of motive. The Iglei Tal (Hakdamah) suggests 
that the Rambam holds that mitzvos require a proper Kavanah, 
without which one has not fulfilled the mitzvah, and which is why 
there would be no point to performing the mitzvah vnak tka. 
Yet, the Rambam rules that if one were force-fed matzoh on 
Pesach he has fulfilled the mitzvah, because he “enjoyed” it. It 
appears therefore that although one cannot be tmuh performing 
mitzvos without any Kavanah at all, an exception exists if he had 
vtbv from the mitzvah, in which case he will have been tmuh even 
without Kavanah. The Iglei Tal concludes that those who enjoy 
the mitzvah of Torah study are not guilty of vnak tka sunk for 
enjoying it is an integral part of the mitzvah. As such, even those 
who study it solely for intellectual enjoyment are subject to the 
rule that one should learn even vnak tka, as the Rambam states.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Does one transgress sunj, tk by envying another’s mitzvah 
performance ?   

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When would one say 2 ihbvbv ,ufrc over the same food  ?)  
The Rivevos Ephraim (j”t 3:202:2) states that if one said Borei 
Minei Mezonos over food for which SheHakol is the proper 
brocho, according to R’ Moshe Feinstein ZTL, he need not correct 
the brocho if the food he is eating can be characterized as Mazon 
– food, which excludes salt and wine. However, since this is 
Bedieved, he may not rely on the wrong brocho for more than a 
small piece of the food that one would normally eat initially. For 
the next bite, he should go to a different location, which would 
obligate him to say a brocho again, and this time say SheHakol. 

DIN'S CORNER:  
One may take a walk on Shabbos even with the intention to work 
up a sweat for its medicinal value or to develop an appetite, 
because the intent is not obvious. However, one may not run with 
such a purpose.    (see MB 301:7) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Gemara (Bava Basra 14b) states that Moshe wrote the Torah 
and the Parsha of Bilaam. The Nachalas Yaakov (and others) ask 
why the Parsha of Bilaam is specified separately from the rest of 
the Torah in this statement. The Tzitz Eliezer (14:1) objected 
strongly to a proposed translation of the Sefer trzg and Sefer 
kthbs from Targum into Hebrew. He cites several arguments, such 
as the Mishna (Yadayim 4:5) which states that trzg and kthbs 
written in Targum have sufficient vause to make one’s hands 
tny, but not if they were written in Hebrew. He quotes the 
Arugas HaBosem (j”ut 214) who sharply criticized a proposed 
translation of Ein Yaakov into German. After first advancing the 
argument that just as Kadish is said in Targum so that the ohftkn 
(who don’t understand Targum) should not understand and be 
jealous - so too must we leave  trzg and kthbs intact - he then 
suggests that in the Parsha of Bilaam, the conversations between 
Balak and Bilaam were undoubtedly not in Hebrew, for how 
could Balak have known the language ? It was rather Moshe who 
recorded what had transpired between them in asue iuak, 
providing verbiage that is full of special inferences and ohznr, as 
is the rest of the Torah. The Chasam Sofer notes (s”uh 356) that in 
the entire Torah, the only section where we did not have first-
hand witnessed accounts is the Parsha of Bilaam. From the initial 
episode in Gan Eden to this very day, witnessed confirmation of 
events, starting with iuatrv ost was transmitted from father to 
son, as the Ramban states in his Drashos. Only the story of 
Bilaam - the negotiations and conversations between Bilaam and 
Balak - remain unconfirmed. Yet, if one doubted any aspect of the 
Torah’s account, he is deemed a rehgc rpuf and an Apikores. 

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
An elderly  man came before R’ Shmuel Salant in Yerushalayim and told 

him how he had just received a sizable amount of money from his son. 

The amount was sufficient to support him for the rest of his life, but 

unfortunately, his son did not keep Shabbos and he suspected the  

money was the result of Chilul Shabbos. He was prepared to send it 

back. R’ Shmuel Salant thought a moment and then told him that he 

ought to reconsider. “Imagine” he said, “the Midrash tells us that when 

Yaakov was on the way to Lavan, he was threatened by Elifaz, who was 

under orders from his father Eisav to kill Yaakov. When Yaakov 

explained that a poor man is the equivalent of a dead man, Elifaz allowed 

Yaakov to live, provided Yaakov gave him everything he owned. One 

wonders, why didn’t Yaakov try explaining to Elifaz how wrong it would 

be to kill an innocent man ? Surely it would have been worth a try ! 

However, it was clear to Yaakov that the mitzvah of Kibud Av was very 

important to Elifaz and he decided not to deprive him of the opportunity 

to fulfill it. Your son has also shown how important Kibud Av is to him. 

It’s better to let him have the opportunity for at least that one mitzvah  !”  

P.S . Sholosh Seudos and Sheva Berachos sponsored by the Sternberg 
family.  


